PEDAS
NEWSLETTER
SEPTEMBER 2017

Editor’s Notes
Greetings and welcome to your September Newsletter. Let’s shake out our overalls, sharpen our
pencils and crack open that paint tin; because, if we didn’t have a reason to make great art before,
we do now. We have a number of exciting exhibitions coming our way over the next few months.
The entry form and details for ‘Being Inspired’ appear at the back of this newsletter. There’s a
reminder too of The Gallery Upstairs Open: ‘Inside Dorset’, an exhibition of selected work
hosted by PEDAS and open to all the community. This will be upon us before we know it.
As ever, looking ahead, we have details of our Dorset Art Weeks exhibition, lined up for May next
year. It will be entitled ‘Modernism Meets Upton Country Park’.
Meanwhile, Marylyn reviews the recent and very popular ‘Aspects of Art’ exhibition by Val, Pat
and Pam.
And Norma says ‘hi’; introducing herself to anyone who doesn’t already know her. She’s seeking
volunteers to help backstage with the PEDAS Christmas Panto.
Towards the back of these pages you’ll find a form to visit the Matisse in the Studio exhibition at
the Royal Academy organised by Carole. It will be fascinating to see how the objects he collected
in his lifetime informed his ekphrastic and innovative work.
Please email me with any contributions, comments or criticisms you’d like to see in your next
PEDAS Newsletter. Deadline is October 27th. Many thanks. Sally Holland (Editor):
sallyportraits@hotmail.com
Header image: Sandy Dale’s en plein air heathland painting from this summer.
Cartoon: by Barry
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Reflecting on our Summer Days out Painting
Knitson Old Farmhouse and Shillingston Manor particularly linger as lovely memories of days well
spent in the Dorset countryside, topped off with Julie’s beautifully located house at Upton!
Joy did a fantastic job in organising such a mix of old
favourites and new venues. It’s fair to say that the PEDAS
Plein Air Programme was enjoyed by all who attended, and
the weather was kind to us - on most occasions, and money
raised for charity too.
Joy will be present at the 7th Sept Thursday meeting at St
Aldhelms and inviting ideas and feedback from Members.
Roll on next summer!

THE GALLERY UPSTAIRS OPEN 2017 - A call to all local artists
A reminder that all summer The Gallery Upstairs has been putting out a call to all local artists
within a 15 mile radius of Poole. This year’s OPEN exhibition is called INSIDE DORSET; and we
are inviting local artists to submit work concerning life and landscape in this colourful county.
Submission Day is Wednesday 29th November, followed by the exhibition itself which will be
held at The Gallery Upstairs running from 2 Dec to 19 Dec (collecting 20th). Art in any medium is
welcome: painting, drawing, sculpture, handcrafted prints, digital and textile art.
Asking artists to turn away from the coastline and explore the wonderful hinterland of Dorset is just
one interpretation of ‘Inside Dorset’. Artists see our county in different ways: History, landscape,
people, industry, culture, transport are all potential topics for celebrating this fascinating county.
The selection panel will comprise Jeremy Gardiner (British contemporary painter); Penny CrichtonSeager (artist/illustrator/teacher); Kathy Dinmore (Secretary Friends of Upton Country Park).
Prize money will be awarded.
The exhibition is organised by PEDAS. For more information, rules and an entry form visit
www.thegalleryupstairs.org.uk; email www.gus@pedas.org.uk or telephone 07906759620.
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DORSET ART WEEKS, MAY 2018
‘Modernism Meets Upton Country Park’
It has been suggested by that we make UPTON COUNTRY PARK our theme for the next
DORSET ART WEEKS exhibition. The park has expanded recently and now hosts many more
attractions and activities than it has ever done in the past. Naturally, we are keen to make the
exhibition as exciting as possible, both for ourselves and our visitors - so we are adding a twist.
Choose a MODERN ART MOVEMENT that appeals to you, research it, find out what you can
about it and apply that approach/treatment to one of the many views and activities found at Upton
Country Park. Apart from the gardens, tearooms and petanque players the park also hosts music
evenings, steam fairs and fireworks; there are new walks, ponds, flora and fauna, reed beds,
people at play and new vistas have opened up all over which can be inspiring in all weathers and
seasons.
Some of the groups of modern artists and Modern Art movements that might appeal are: PostImpressionism, Pointillism, The Nabis, Constructivism, Expressionism, Fauvism, Cubism,
Futurism, Orphism, Surrealism, Dada, Abstract Expressionism, Pop Art. We are sure you can think
of others. Don’t be daunted - just do a little research on the internet and look for the modernist
paintings/sculpture that you find beautiful and exciting and ask yourself why they appeal and see if
you can apply that thinking to the theme.
This is quite an open brief. As a very rough guide, the roots of Modern Art lie in the late 19th
century and flourished through the first half of the 20 th century. There will be a presentation on the
theme just after the AGM in February.
Dorset Art Weeks is next May but you might wish to start thinking about it sooner; you might wish
to gather sketch-book studies and photo reference now to help you start thinking about this
exciting
project!
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“Aspects of Art” a supreme exhibition, three degrees above the norm!
“Aspects of Art” an Exhibition of paintings and sculptures by Patricia Burnham, Pam Philip and
Val Taylor was showing at the Gallery Upstairs in July this year (2017). I went to the Private View
and was looking forward to this, my expectations were not disappointed. As I entered the gallery
space, I was greeted by a prolific array of images, colours, shapes, scenarios, textures and stories
that came alive and drew me in. I felt a sense of pride. Yes! This is what PEDAS is all about! Here
we have three individual artists, (members of PEDAS) with unique talents and creativity, bringing
together and showcasing their talents in a supreme exhibition: one they could call their own, at
least three degrees above the norm!
This exhibition demonstrated how artists can collaborate fully, become as one, yet hold their
separate identities with humility and dignity. PEDAS has a rich resource of individual artists who
can not only portray their individuality, effectively and with confidence, they also share their skills
and learning with others with such grace and generosity, rarely comparing and always giving. This
was the essence that flowed through “Aspects of Art”.
What frequently springs to mind when visiting galleries is something our esteemed President John
Bowen once said to other members, whilst taking us round one of his many enlightening tours at
an exhibition. “What is the picture telling you?” (I am not sure if that was his exact words but the
concept stuck in my mind!) From that moment onwards I learned to take in pictures at exhibitions
in a more productive and meaningful way (I even wrote a couple of poems inspired by this!). No
longer do I allow myself to disappear into a foggy, intense, trance-like state whilst touring galleries,
when “information overload” starts to float off me like water off a ducks back, and I have to sit
down exhausted!
“Aspects of Art” was set up in such a way that I felt able to take in all the images and sculptures
and do them justice through my observations. There is always something to learn by visiting an
exhibition, not only about the artists and their work, also about ourselves, as artists and art lovers.
I reflected on what I was learning as I walked round, and it was a reminder that I always feel
inspired and stimulated by visiting exhibitions and talking to other artists. Walking round
exhibitions with a non-PEDAS member also demonstrates how art lovers and visitors to our gallery
can give some wonderfully objective insights into how we can observe, learn and delight in the
Arts.
Every visitor was greeted warmly and enthusiastically by Val, Pat and Pam. It was a lovely, vibrant
atmosphere. I decided there and then to document this experience and write an article for our
newsletter, but how to keep it short!? Well I asked all three artists one question “what did you
learn/value about yourself as an artist, when putting this exhibition together?”
Val said…she once looked at her exhibits as a “body of work”, this exhibition made her realise how
she had moved on, changed her style and considered where she was “going” with her work. She
could see a sense of direction (which may change again!).Looking at all the work together enabled
her to see an individual painting more, she also mentioned being inspired by PEDAS and a
session that was run by Margaret Hastead.
Pat said…She was more confident about the result especially her sculptures. She was moving
more towards sculpture and had “no illusions about her paintings, straight down the line it’s
sculpture”. She enjoys “the tactile bit”, “patterns involved in stone” and the “surprises” invoked
when she starts polishing the stone.

Pam said…”How generous” people were with helping to put this exhibition together. She noticed
how her work “has changed into a much looser style”.
Together we all remembered past friends and artists, no longer with us in person but definitely
there in spirit, such as Fay, Brian, Ted, Pam H, Brenda, Peter Hardwick and many others, all
inspirations to us, never to be forgotten.
What struck me the most from this experience was the way PEDAS exhibitions and the Gallery
Upstairs enables us to learn, develop and grow in confidence as individuals (not just as artists).
We discover the lost “artist within”: the child once told they “couldn’t draw”, starts to believe it; the
busy adult/carer who cares for others and stifles their own creativity in the process; the shy,
nervous creative individual, crippled by anxiety, fear and comparisons, not noticing that they have
it within themselves to be creative and to be unique. Yet indeed, it’s all there, our inner creativity
and it always will be….we are fortunate as PEDAS members, to have the opportunity to showcase
this in The Gallery Upstairs and maybe even in our newsletters…
I will conclude with a few notes made by my fellow visitor on some of the many art works we
enjoyed viewing at this exhibition. An example of how a self-declared, “non-artist” can still teach an
aspiring artist a thing or two; maybe I too should be making notes when I visit galleries!
My previous article (in the March 2017 Newsletter) was intended to encourage members to
contribute to our newsletter by sending in their own stories around the theme “Why be a member
of PEDAS?” Our newsletter gives those of us, unable to participate in PEDAS events on a regular
basis, an opportunity to share our love and learning of the Arts and celebrate our collaboration as
artists. I hope this article inspires you to write to Sally with your stories and I look forward to
reading them! Don’t forget to send something to Sally now!
Best wishes to you all and hope you are enjoying the summer!
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Marylyn

‘Aspects’ Artists: Val, Pat & Pam

Notes from a self–declared “non-artist” and a visitor to “Aspects of Art”
Val:

“Glendinning, L. District” – creates an abstract effect by bold use of colour.
“Olive” – painting of a basillicata olive tree – a voluptuous, sensual trunk – even more
pronounced in the monochrome sketch of the same tree.
“Lulworth” – an untypical view of the Cove – realistic, but subtle use of tones
creates an atmospheric and surreal feeling, beautiful yet menacing.

Pat:

Landscape paintings – often take a simple approach, but can surprise. EG.
“Against the Sky” looks at Corfe Castle from a rather unusual angle (low down
and from the east). This creates a bleak, majestic outline of the ruins set in
lush vegetation aflame with gorse.
“Poole Quay” is a study of the reflection of the lights on the still waters at
night. It evokes the peaceful spirit of the old harbour, now lost. “South Beach, Studland”
use bright, bold lines and colour to emphasise the stratification of the Reading Sandstone.
Tilly Whim Caves – also an unusual view.
Sculpture – highly tactile (soapstone “boat”). Shows a great empathy with the texture and
grain of the stone, EG The “Lizard”, also the plump bottomed “Nude”. Perhaps best
illustrated in “Guarding the Family” – study of hen, chick and egg, revealing a sense of fun.

Pam: Empathic use of (watercolours? wash?) to enhance the isolated nature of the
Square and Compass (Worth Matravers). Trafalgar Square in the rain at night – again
provides a fresh insight into both the scene and the people passing through it (sense of
urgency in the shimmering figures or is it the rain?)
“Wimborne Meadows” – haunting in the mist. “Harbour Sunset” – again, a very common
theme, but subtle use of tone creates a haunting atmosphere. Contrast that with the
vibrancy of the “Vegetable Market, Mysore”

Martin Price
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PEDAS PANTO
Norma Rawlings BA (Hons) PGD
Hi Pedas People. This is for those who are not really
sure who I am. Since taking on the organisation of
this year’s Panto I have been told many new
members would like to know me a little better. I will be
coming to the September meeting to talk to you briefly
but this article will explain a bit more.
I have been a member of Pedas since around 1986;
tea lady for around 22 years; Programme Secretary for at least 18 years; committee member for
some twenty odd years and gallery committee since its inception with a break of a few years; cofounder of the evening sessions, co-founder of the Gallery Upstairs under Pedas, leader of several
projects : Colour and Light in the Poole Hospital Radio Therapy Dept., Jurassic Journey in the
Poole Hospital Walkway, Poole from a Different Perspective in the New Poole Library. I have run
Open Art Exhibitions for Pedas and Kube also curated and organised many exhibitions. I was
member of staff at Kube, formerly The Study Gallery, from the beginning to its closure. Along with
Liz Magee we have organised and run the original Poole Arts Markets. I, as programme secretary,
organised the summer sessions for many years and special days out with tutors. Liz and I ran
workshops throughout our month long exhibitions in the Seldown Gallery, Lighthouse, formerly the
Poole Arts Centre. This included a ballet class, fencing, Roman Soldiers, belly dancers, Flamenco
dancers, owls, demos by John Bowen, banjo orchestra, piano recitals with singers and a Blues
Band. Oh, and a Pedas members review night. Exhibitions have been at St Osmunds, Salvation
Army Centre, St Peters, Poole Park Railings, Civic Centre Poole, prior to getting The Gallery
Upstairs. We even journeyed to Cherbourg and exhibited there with the Cherbourg art group and
they exhibited with us. This is just a small example of how pro-active we were and still are.
The reason you don't see me much is I have grandchildren who take up my Sundays and
University Choir which is on Thursdays, I also do a lot a cat sitting which means I am away an
awful lot.
Panto: Liz and I started this crazy idea way back and encouraged many other Pedas members to
join us. It worked - to our surprise ! It was fun, funny, and full of mistakes which what panto is all
about. We have not had a panto for a few years as sadly we have lost a few integral people who
were a major part of this. Fay, Brian, Peter and Pam were some of the most enthusiastic and
excellent participants who are missed by us all.
We, that is myself and the usual suspects, are resurrecting the Panto this year. We cast the major
roles and others but we need some willing helpers backstage, with props and prop making,
assistant wardrobe persons, Curtain pullers, make up, scenery people, prompts, some extras no
words unless you want to, some sing alongs very easy ! Pat Burnham will be backstage director
so you will be in good hands. Pam Marshal is wardrobe mistress. I am the director, we have John
Biggs, Liz Magee, Jacqui Gush, Dawn Goodson, Ann Peterson, Trish Jubb, Barry Kavanagh,
maybe Mary Smolaga?
Please email me on normzie@yahoo.com 07449508561 texts or whatsapp only Norma
Jacqueline Rawlings on fb. Thank you for reading this. Norma
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NEWS FROM THE COMMITTEES – September 2017

Exhibitions:
PEDAS Autumn exhibition, ‘Being Inspired’, will be from September 27 (handing in) to October 16
(collecting on 17th). All members are invited to the launch party Saturday September 30th from 11
am to 1 pm.
The Gallery Upstairs Open has already been launched to the public and other local art clubs.
Themed and titled ‘Inside Dorset’, handing in day is November 29 and the last day of the exhibition
is December 19 (collecting on December 20th). Hopefully you will be taking part and already
thinking about your submission. We are inviting everyone to rise to the challenge of creating new
and original work inspired by the county of Dorset. We are discouraging typical coastal scenes
and asking artists to consider the Inside Dorset aspect. Work could reflect life, landscape,
heritage, past or present day matters of the county. The selectors will be the artists Jeremy
Gardiner and Penny Crichton-Seager plus Kathy Dinmore (Friends of Upton Country Park).
2018 will be Dorset Art Weeks year (May 23 – June 12). The PEDAS exhibition will be entitled
‘Modernism Meets Upton Country Park’. Members will be invited to pick the MODERN ART
movement they are interested in and depict aspects of the park in that style. Sally will lead with a
presentation after the AGM. In the meantime Members are encouraged to think ahead and
investigate subjects for painting in the Park whilst we still have summer and good weather. The
plein air day at Julie’s would also be a good opportunity for people to go out to the Park looking for
ideas and inspiration.
Excursions: We are considering several forthcoming London exhibitions which we hope will
appeal to Members. Possibilities over the Autumn/Winter period are Matisse in the Studio; The
Impressionists in London; Modigliani.
Publicity: There will be a feature on PEDAS in the Dorset Life free Poole magazine due out in
November. Watch out for this.
UCP and Gallery Upstairs news:
A letter of support on behalf of PEDAS has been sent to Upton Country Park offering our
encouragement for their Heritage Lottery Fund bid.
Committee contacts:
Caroline Robertson (Chair)
Val Taylor (Secretary)
Jacqui Gush (Membership)
Sally Holland (Publicity)
Joy Gow
Anne Hartman
Pam Marshall
Julie Scammell
Peter Greenwood
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tac10kle@btinternet.com
val@taylorgibson.eclipse.co.uk
JacquiN06@yahoo.co.uk
sallyportraits@hotmail.com
joy.gow@hotmail.co.uk
cleoandmonty@gmail.com
marshallpam20@gmail.com
contact@pedas.org.uk
contact@pedas.org.uk

881179
623529
246015
775304
682379
693551
285270
680310
295798

Plus Gallery Upstairs Management Team:
Liz Magee
lizziemagee@ntlworld.com
John Biggs
johnabiggs@ntlworld.com
Barry Kavanagh
bazbuzz21@virginmedia.com
Joy Gow
joy.gow@hotmail.co.uk

721423
770338
678676
682379

Liz’s List (What’s On)
THE GALLERY UPSTAIRS at Upton Country Park
for more information see website: http://www.thegalleryupstairs.org.uk/
31 Aug – 11 Sept
14 – 25 Sept.
29 Sept – 16 Oct
19 – 30 Oct

Ferndown Art Society Summer Exhibition
The Phoenix Art Group Autumn Exhibition: Fine Art, Photography,
Hand-crafted jewellery
“BEING INSPIRED” - Poole & East Dorset Art Society: Drawings,
Paintings, Sculpture
“COASTAL REFLECTIONS” - Textile Exhibition by All Ways Threads

DORSET COUNTY MUSEUM, DORCHESTER, open Mon – Sat 10 – 5, & Sundays until 10 Sept.
Entry charge: see website: http://www.dorsetcountymuseum.org/home
Until 6 Jan 2018
"UNDER THE SURFACE" David West - paintings and carvings by this
Dorset artist. 70 of his most important works spanning 60 years, reflecting his
development as a painter, sculptor and craftsman.
MOTTISFONT
Near Romsey, open Daily 11 – 5. Members free, admission charge see
website: https://www.nationaltrust.org.uk/mottisfont
16 Sept – 14 Jan KAFFE FASSETT'S COLOUR AT MOTTISFONT: Dazzling work of
world-renowned artist showcasing wide range of textiles: knitwear,
tapestry, quilts and more.
PALLANT HOUSE, CHICHESTER, Tuesdays – Saturdays 10 – 5, Sundays 11 – 5
Entry charge: see website: http://www.pallant.org.uk/
Until 1 October:
John Minton: A Centenary: Major exhibition marking centenary of his
birth.
Until 1 October:
William Coldstream: Measuring Reality. Display of paintings & drawings.
10 June – 24 Sept "A DIFFERENT LIGHT" BRITISH NEO-ROMANTICISM Personal Journeys inI
cluding work by Paul Nash, Graham Sutherland, John Piper
28 June – 15 Oct "WOMEN ARTISTS – THE FEMALE GAZE", Print Room. Including
works by Laura Knight, Suzanne Valadon
SHAFTESBURY ART CENTRE – 10 – 4 pm weekdays and some Sundays
Frequent changeover of quality exhibitions, too many to mention! ..see website for details
http://www.shaftesburyartscentre.org.uk/
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LIGHTHOUSE, POOLE'S CENTRE FOR THE ARTS
Until 30 Sept
Sheila Girling “TENDER LIGHT”, Oils, watercolours, papercuts and
collages by the wife of Sir Anthony Caro. Coinciding with the Sea
Music Project, see Poole Museum for more information.
2 – 30 Sept
Brian Freelander: Urban, Surf & Turf
14 Oct – 2 Dec
Richard Allen “PURBECK PLUS”. Still life landscapes and more direct,
observational work.
POOLE MUSEUM
Until 15 Oct
In celebration of re-launch of Sea Music. CONCERTO SERIES
sculptures by Sir Antony Caro.
ONE HUNDRED VIEWS OF SEA MUSIC Photos by David Ward
RUSSELL- COTES MUSEUM
Tuesday to Sunday 10 – 5 and Bank Holiday Mondays. (£6 entry) Check website for closures.
Main gallery closed until January for work on the roof. Smaller exhibitions:
19 Sept – 14 Jan Miscellany: Linocuts, woodcuts and wood engravings by master printmaker John Lidell
REDHOUSE MUSEUM CHRISTCHURCH
Tuesday to Friday 10 – 5, Saturday 10 – 4. Free entry
9 Sept – 7 Oct
RETROSPECTIVE: Exhibition of paintings and drawings by Michael
Platt 1914-2000
SOUTHAMPTON CITY ART GALLERY Free Entry
Open Monday to Friday 10 – 3, Saturday 10 – 5, Closed Sundays.
2 Sept – 6 Jan
“FROM MILE END TO MAYFAIR” Iconic pieces from the East London
Group, artists working in the East End in the twenties, mentored by
Walter Sickert

VISIT AN EXHIBITION BASED ON LIZ’S LIST
As you can see from the Newsletter Liz compiles a very comprehensive list of current Exhibitions
being shown within Dorset and Hampshire.
If, like me, you have wanted to visit an exhibition but had no one to go with I am thinking we could
arrange to meet say at the train station to visit an exhibition in Southampton or Dorchester and
have lunch out.
Should anyone be interested in this idea let me know and I will suggest an exhibition from Liz’s
List and contact you via email.
My email address is tac10kle@btinternet.com. Please do not phone.
Caroline
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2017 Pedas Autumn Programme
We meet at St. Aldhelm's Academy, Herbert Ave. BH12 4HS on a Thursday evening 7-9pm.
Please arrive a little before 7pm so that we can start promptly.
The aim of this autumn's sessions is to try to get a sense of movement into our work!
BMOYC = bring materials of your choice.
Sept. 7th: Please bring any art work of any sort you have done this summer: 2D/3D for a show and
tell session.
Sept 14th: Communal still life (while some of us are in Madrid) - please bring an interesting wooden
object and MOYC
Sept. 21st: Sally Holland will lead a drawing session clothed figure with small movement. BMOYC
Sept. 28th: Penny Wilton (Details to follow)
Oct. 5th: Continuing with Penny Wilton
Oct 12th: Maggie Farmer will lead a moving figure
workshop; details to follow.
Oct. 19th: Life drawing with Andrew Hope.
Oct. 26th: Sue Smith and loose water colours. Bring
water colour equipment and stretched paper.
Nov. 2nd: Barry Kavanagh, by popular demand: ‘The
Twirls and whirls of van Gogh’. Bring acrylics to paint
along, canvas, stuck down paper and white MDF.
Nov. 9th: Dave White with landscape. Important details
to follow
Nov. 16th: Complete work started with Dave White.

Maggie Farmer

Nov. 23rd: ‘Moving On' with John Bowen. Bring a painting you have already done that you feel
could be rather more dynamic. John will suggest ways in which you can achieve this. Materials
suitable to your work
Nov. 30th: Diane O'Connor and negative shapes.
Dec. 7th: Jessica Webb - ballet dancer (clothed) will model - BMOYC
Dec. 14th: Party time - details to follow.
Emails will be circulated shortly before sessions with more explicit details and materials required.
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CAROLINE’S CREATIVE SUNDAYS
Held at Holy Angels Church Hall, Lilliput Road, Poole BH14 8JX
Church Hall opens at 2pm to start at 2.30pm until 4.30pm with tea break. Members £3, visitors £5
1st October 2017, SARAH HOUGH
DRAWING: OBSERVATION AND INTENTION, DEMO / WORKSHOP
As Richard Serra said ‘To draw a line is to have an idea’ and surely this is the basis of all art,
where to place that first mark to allow your inspiration to come forward.
Sarah will be looking at traces of movement, expression of lines and rhythm.
5th November 2017, CAROLYN FIELDS
PASTELS – ANIMALS, DEMO / WORKSHOP
Pedas member Carolyn has a unique flair with pastels and has exhibited some beautiful pastel
pictures in our exhibitions. More information regarding this session will follow.
10th December 2017, PEDAS CHRISTMAS PARTY
This year’s festivities include a panto:The Wizard of Oz, thanks to Norma and her team. Caroline

Messages from Members
Dear Cast and Crew for the PEDAS Panto - Sorry not to be at the first read through. It all sounds
like a wizard idea and I am pleased to know that the panto is back on the agenda. Break a leg!
John (Bowen)

To John (Biggs) & Carole, May I say how grateful I am for all the work you do in arranging the
wonderful holidays I have had with PEDAS. Without your efforts I would never have seen and
experienced the art and culture of other countries. Again, many thanks,
Caroline.

Dear Members, I wish to thank all who sponsored my abseil down the Spinnaker Tower,
Portsmouth which I did in glorious weather on Sunday 2 nd July with my “A” team, in aid of Motor
Neurone Disease in memory of my husband John and many others. With the £8,500 you helped
me raise (with a Wing Walk at the Air Show last year) and Fund Raising for East Dorset and New
Forest Branch, Sharon, our local Speech Therapist has been able to buy equipment and will be
able to start training people for VOICE BANKING which has not yet been available on the NHS.
This will enable patients to record their own voice before they lose their speech to use on an I-pad.
John typed “I want a sex change” when given a female American voice! He would be delighted
that patients and their families can hear their own voices in this way.
If you have offered sponsorship and have not yet donated write a cheque for East Dorset and New
Forest Branch MNDA or drop the odd £1 to me at a Pedas meeting. For those who ordered or
would like to purchase the 2018 calendars and cards from my original flower painting for MNDA,
do phone 01202 768438. Again, many thanks,
Dawn
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HENRI MATISSE
www.royalacademy.org.uk/Matisse
Step into the studio of Henri Matisse, brimming with the artist’s treasured objects. Focusing
exclusively on their important role in his work for the first time, we will reveal how this eclectic
collection took on new life in his transcendent art.
Matisse drew his collection from the far corners of the world: Buddhist statuary from Thailand,
Bamana figures from Mali, furniture and textiles from North Africa. Rarely of material value, these
objects were nonetheless precious. Offering points of departure to which he could return again
and again, they appear in his work in different guises and across spans of decades, reinvented
afresh in each new setting.
Matisse’s objects formed his repertoire, but they also provided him with influences from beyond
the limits of Western art. African sculpture and masks were a revelation, suggesting more
expressive models for depicting the human figure and face. Later, Matisse adorned his Nice studio
with props from the Islamic world to create the sensuous sets for his ‘odalisques’, in which a
harmonious synergy emerges between figure and object. And as his oeuvre reached its joyous
apex in his cut-out period, he looked to the concise precision of Chinese calligraphy and African
textiles as he sought to invent his own simplified language of signs.
This sumptuous exhibition offers a rare glimpse into the artist’s personal collection, as well as the
paintings, sculptures and drawings it inspired. Seen together, they reveal how Matisse’s masterful
vision of rich and masterful energy first stemmed from the collage of patterns and rhythms which
he found in the world of objects.
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Royal Academy of Arts, London
MATISSE IN THE STUDIO
Wednesday 25 October 2017
Coach and entry to exhibition - £34.00
Coach only option – £24.00
1st Pickup at Whitecliff, Poole at
2nd Pickup at Texaco Garage, Holdenhurst Road, Bournemouth
Departing from the Royal Academy, London

8:30 am
8:45 am
5:00 pm

Cheque by Friday 7 October 2017 payable to PEDAS sent to:
(cheque will not be paid in until closing date, please send in early so we know whether or not the
trip will go ahead)
Carole Gadsby (Mrs)
‘The Garden House’
22a Cavendish Road
Dean Park
Bournemouth
BH1 1RF
Any queries please telephone on: 01202 316074 or email carolegadsby@gmail.com
Name/s:

Address:

Postcode:

Email address:

Telephone:

Home:

Mobile:

Please reserve me ........................... ticket for coach and exhibition
Please reserve me ........................... ticket COACH ONLY
I enclose a cheque/cash for ........................................................................

I would like to be picked up at POOLE ................................. BOURNEMOUTH
...............................
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PEDAS AUTUMN EXHIBITION 2017

Being Inspired:

Exhibition of members’ work

This is your invitation to submit work for the PEDAS Autumn Exhibition which will be held at the
Gallery Upstairs from 29th Sept – 16th Oct.
* Submission date is Wednesday 27th Sept between 10.30 am and 12.30 pm.
* There is no theme to this exhibition.
* You may submit up to two works in total from the following: paintings, drawings, textiles, prints,
(ie. 2-dimensional works) AND up to two 3-dimensional works.
* This year we will hold a Launch Party on Saturday 30th Sept from 11.00-1.00 pm.
* Collection of work is on Tuesday 17th Sept, 10.30am to 12.30 pm. Please ensure your work is
signed out on collection.
* All 2-dimensional works (with the exception of textile wall hangings) must be suitably framed, or
on unframed canvas, and must be fitted with mirror plates located half way down & positioned to
take the screws; also the mirror plate holes must be big enough to take the screws.
* All frames and mounts must be of good quality and in a sound and clean condition. Work will be
rejected if they are not, or if there is a problem with the mirror plates.
* 3-dimensional works must be freestanding or capable of being hung from the cross beams. On
the grounds of safety all 3D work must be either light in weight or very stable and not capable of
being pushed over. The Committee is responsible for risk assessing work and rejecting if not
suitable.
* Entry is £5 for each piece of work and commission will be charged at 15%.
* All work to be labelled on the back with name, title, medium and price, also on a stringed label to
hang down over the front for cataloguing.
* All artists must be prepared to steward for at least 2 half day periods, so please don’t forget your
diaries when bringing in work. You may pre-book your stewarding sessions by emailing Caroline
Robertson, tac10kle@btinternet.com
* You may submit up to 20 cards of your own work properly presented with envelopes and in
cellophane and with just your name and price clearly written on the card. Please do not use titles
and only price in multiples of 50p. Also, please do NOT replenish any cards from the original 20.
There will be commission to be paid of 10% on card sales.
* Members may provide up to two pieces of work which can be placed in a browser with a
minimum price of £20. Work should be in cellophane with the artist’s name, title, medium and price
clearly marked. Browsers will be supplied. There will be commission to pay of 10% but work does
not have to be new to the Gallery; members can only have work in the browsers if they already
have new work being displayed.
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* In order to encourage more sculpture we have decided, on this occasion, that any sculpture that
is Not for Sale will not be charged the £5 entry fee. However, members would still be required to
steward as usual.
* There will be a folder containing CVs of artists about themselves and their work. Please provide
info on A4 sheet if you wish to be included. Don’t forget to add contact details to your CV if you
wish to be contacted by prospective buyers.
* Please Note: The Gallery is not responsible for the safety of any work exhibited and members
may arrange their own insurance if required.
* All work should be new to The Gallery Upstairs.
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“Artists against Parking Charges”

PEDAS AUTUMN EXHIBITION 2017

Being Inspired:

29th Sept – 16th Oct

PLEASE COMPLETE THIS FORM AND BRING IT WITH YOUR WORK ON WEDNESDAY 27th
SEPT from 10.30 am-12.30 pm. CHEQUES MADE PAYABLE TO PEDAS. THANK YOU.

NAME……………………………………………..PHONE NO………………………………………….

2-DIMENSIONAL WORK TITLE

MEDIUM

PRICE

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

3-DIMENSIONAL WORK

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

WORK IN BROWSERS
_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

PAID…………………………………Stewarding List Signed…………………………………………..
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